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01  TYPOGRAPHY : TYPE DESIGN 
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The brief was to create a typeface for a brand. The brand 
chosen was Supreme.The font was constructed in such a way 
that it gives a feel of simplicity and comfort, as Supreme›s 
products are focused on comfortable streetwear fashion.

Moodboard & Brief
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AD CAMPAIGNS
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02  ALPINO : REBRANDING
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Alpino aims to revolutionize the health food segment 
of India by providing healthy breakfast options that are 
authentically sourced & hygienically prepared that keeps 
you energetic & refreshing throughout the day. Alpino 
is one of the initial purveyors of health food segment in 
India, providing healthy and protein-rich food products.

With its Head Office in Gujarat, India, Alpino has
established itself as a notable name for products that 
are real, rooted, and refreshing. Alpino, mostly known for 
it’s Peanut Butter is now infiltrating the breakfast market 
with a wide range or product categories to start your day 
with.

About the brand
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Design Brief

Client 
Alpino Health Foods

Objective
Branding and Brand Communication of Alpino Health 
Foods

Target Audience
• Urban households
• Anyone who is into health and fitness.
• Anyone looking for a quick snack.

Why (Gap Analysis)
• Low brand awareness.
• Low product (peanut butter) awareness and 
  consumption.
• Low brand recall and recognition.
• Lack of visual consistency.
• Lack of distinction from other brands in terms of
  packaging.
• Social media is monotonous and not engaging enough.
• The USP and the values of the brand aren’t highlighted
   well.
• Marketing on digital platforms is not at par with the
   competitors.
• Lack of promotional campaigns.

Deliverables
• Redesign the brand identity and collaterals.
• Give the brand a consistent visual language targeted
   towards the defined target audience.
• Highlight the health benefits of the product.
• Give the brand a strong tagline.

Personality
The Innocent and The Caregiver, because the brand has
strong values. And, it helps serve people through its 
health benefits.

Tone of Voice
Healthy, energetic, natural

Time frame for deliverables
April 2022 ,4 - April 2022 ,16

USP
%100 natural, no additives, vegan, healthy
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Logo Redesign
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Pattern Library

Almond Butter Peanut Butter Crunchy Peanut Butter
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Packaging labels

Label size - 16 cm × 4cm
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Banners
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Posters
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03  ADNH - SUSTAINABILITY REPORT
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Sustainability Report for ADNH

Designed the official Sustainability Report of 2020 for Abu 
Dhabi National Hotels. 

Abu Dhabi National Hotels is a broad-based hotel, 
tourism, transport and catering group, part of which is 
owned by the Abu Dhabi government. The company›s 
hotel division acts as a hotel developer and operator - 
partnering with Hilton, Sheraton, Sofitel and Meridien for 
some of its flagship properties.

Sustainability reporting refers to the disclosure, whether 
voluntary, solicited, or required, of non-financial 
performance information to outsiders of the organization. 
It deals with information concerning environmental, 
social, economic and governance issues in the broadest 
sens.e

Process
I started with understanding the brand language of 
ADNH i.e studying the website, projects and brand 
guide provided to me. Following with breaking down the 
content into smaller parts and trying multiple layouts for 
the same. 

Illustrated the icons and infographics for the Report with 
the brand colours and references. 
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Icon library
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Report Link - https://online.fliphtml5.com/iqacp/kkwx/
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04M-SWING CAFE - LOGO DESIGN
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Moodboard

Logo design for M-Swing Cafe. It is a cafe is based in Rohtak, 
Haryana. Their specialty is Coffees and Smoothies. The brief 
was to create a logo with creative elements and typography.
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Explorations
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Colour options
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05MURUKKU PACKAGING
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About the brand & packaging

LAW India (looms & weaves) is a woman owned social 
enterprise, started in 2013 as a bold attempt to promote 
India›s rich handloom heritage across the world.

The products are woven at small weaving hamlets of 
Kerela which have a heirtage of over 900 years. Looms 
& weaves made sure, with minimal role for middlemen, 
the customer gets the benefit of good handcrafted 
products at the best rate. They are supporting more 
than 500 women groups in the field of weaving, farming, 
handcrafts and home based business across the 
country.

They also launched their premium range of %100 pure 
Ayurvedic, wellness products which come under the 
brand called ‹ Malabarica› Vegan ayurveda.
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Brief

WHAT?

Aim : 
To provide a strong packaging which can protect 
the product while transportation/ travelling and easy 
accessibility of the product from the packaging. To 
store the product for a longer period of time. To create 
a creative and attractive packaging that can be reused 
later to store other products, To provide three different 
flavours of murukku, 

To provide a recyclable, eco- friendly packaging, To 
represent the culture of Kerela through illustrations. A 
simple cylindrical box, which has equally divided three 
compartments in it to store the different flavoured 
product.Three compartments in the box are made  of PET 
plastic and they are removable and is made for the easy 
accessibility of the product from the box.

The box is made of paperboard, as it’s stiff material 
it also sustainable recyclable and reusable as well 
protects the product from the damage.The lid is made 
of dried and weaved banana leaves to give it raw and 
more traditional look and feel.It also has a seal made of 
aluminium foil to vacuum the product and to save it from 
getting spoiled.

Tone Of Voice : 
Simple, natural, healthy, modern, traditional

WHY?

Easy accessibility of the product from the packaging
Protects the product from breaking while transporting
Reusable
Food can be stored for longer period of time
Simple to handle
Easy to open
Easy to carry

Illustrations of rice plant and rice is used to represent the 
culture of Kerela. Motifs of Different Murukku are used on 
the labels to differentiate different flavours of the product 
and give the customer an idea what the product looks 
like. The lid is made up of woven banana leaves which 
gives the packaging more of an organic look and also 
represents culture of Kerela.
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HOW?

How is it sold? 
it will be sold in the same packaging.

Display in stores? 
it would be displayed on the shelf, stacked on each other. 
even for the online delivery no secondary packaging is 
required as the box itself is sturdy enough to save the 
product from breaking or an other damage.

How it is stored after? 
even after the foil is removed it can be store in the box 
itself. Also the box can be reused to store other things.

Disposal?
 the materials used are biodegradable so it won’t be 
much of a problem for the environmental damage.

3D modelling
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Labels

Label for the Lid Label for the box bottom Seal
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06OBLIQUE CHAIRS - LOGO DESIGN
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Moodboard

‹Oblique› , the name is derived from the symbol ‹\› depicts 
that the products are meant to serve pure delight comfort.
Mission:
Comfort through ergonomic seating solutions and services
Client›s Preference:
Contemporary logo, which are identified by simplicity, clean 
lines and delicate sophistication, they are modern, sleek, fresh 
and minimalistic. It is a good blend of classic and trendy.
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Explorations
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Final logo & colour options
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07CREATIVES FOR BAJAJ CHETAK
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Social media posts
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Newspaper advertisement
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Banner
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08MONOGRAM DESIGN
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About the Monogram

Designed a monogram with the initials of Rudra Dave 
based on his personality traits and style.

As the main personality trait I’ve chosen is “shy” for 
Rudra, I am trying to show how the “R” is peeking out of 
the “D” which is its shell. This shows how it is trying to 
come out of it’s shell but is Shy to do so. 

Rudra always tries his best to come out of his shell and 
show his cheerful personality but often gets shy. The 
black behind “R” shows how it is a safe and com fort 
zone, from which he is trying to step out of. The “D” is a 
delicate shell of comfort. 

The monogram suits Rudra’s personality which is quite 
simple and sophisticated, as he is not too flashy or bold 
but very simple and shy person
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Explorations
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